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New Directions in Aplastic 
Anemia: What’s on the Horizon? 

David A. Margolis, MD
dmargolis@mcw.edu

Objectives

• Have an interactive session.

• Feel free to answer questions and we 

can look at data together.

• Start by discussing current cutting 

edge science

• Role of Clinical Trials

Power of Genomics

• So called “Next Generation 
Sequencing” is revolutionizing what 

data we can acquire.

• Like all new diagnostic tools, need to 

learn how to have that data help us.

• IMHO, the easy part is getting the 

data..the hard part is interpreting it.

Can we identify people who 

will move onto clonal 

evolution?.
• NEJM July 2, 2015

• Shows the power of collaboration.

• Shows the power of science.

• Leads to more questions!

Original Article

Somatic Mutations and Clonal Hematopoiesis in 
Aplastic Anemia

Tetsuichi Yoshizato, M.D., Bogdan Dumitriu, M.D., Kohei Hosokawa, M.D., 
Ph.D., Hideki Makishima, M.D., Ph.D., Kenichi Yoshida, M.D., Ph.D., Danielle 

Townsley, M.D., Aiko Sato-Otsubo, Ph.D., Yusuke Sato, M.D., Delong 
Liu, Ph.D., Hiromichi Suzuki, M.D., Colin O. Wu, Ph.D., Yuichi 

Shiraishi, Ph.D., Michael J. Clemente, M.S., Keisuke Kataoka, M.D., Ph.D., 
Yusuke Shiozawa, M.D., Yusuke Okuno, M.D., Ph.D., Kenichi Chiba, Ph.D., 

Hiroko Tanaka, B.A., Yasunobu Nagata, M.D., Ph.D., Takamasa 

Katagiri, Ph.D., Ayana Kon, M.D., Masashi Sanada, M.D., Ph.D., Phillip 
Scheinberg, M.D., Satoru Miyano, Ph.D., Jaroslaw P. Maciejewski, M.D., 

Ph.D., Shinji Nakao, M.D., Ph.D., Neal S. Young, M.D., and Seishi 
Ogawa, M.D., Ph.D.

N Engl J Med
Volume 373(1):35-47

July 2, 2015

Study Overview

• Although aplastic anemia is responsive to immunosuppressive therapy, 
small subpopulations of hematopoietic cells with clonal gene mutations 
may exist, and different sets of mutations show distinct clinical behavior 
and response to therapy.
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Somatic Mutations Identified by Means of Targeted Sequencing.

Yoshizato T et al. N Engl J Med 2015;373:35-47

Clinical Correlations with Somatic Mutations.

Yoshizato T et al. N Engl J Med 2015;373:35-47

Temporal Profile of Mutations Detected by Means of Whole-Exome Sequencing.

Yoshizato T et al. N Engl J Med 2015;373:35-47

Temporal Profile of Common Mutations in the NIH Cohort.

Yoshizato T et al. N Engl J Med 2015;373:35-47

Risk Factors Associated with Poor Overall Survival.

Yoshizato T et al. N Engl J Med 2015;373:35-47

Conclusions

• Clonal hematopoiesis was prevalent in aplastic anemia.

• Some mutations were related to clinical outcomes.

• A highly biased set of mutations is evidence of Darwinian selection in the 
failed bone marrow environment.

• The pattern of somatic clones in individual patients over time was 
variable and frequently unpredictable.
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Power of 

Genomics

• Patient shows up with marrow failure.

• Genomic data acquired, analyzed, 

and stored.

• Helps us “diagnose” the patient.

• However, what do we do with that 

information vis-à-vis treatment?

Power of Clinical Trials

• Clinical trials are the cornerstone for 
answering questions regarding 

treatment.

• Many kinds of clinical trials.

– Single patient case

– Randomized clinical trial

Power of Clinical Trials

• Clinical Trials have taught us that:

– Immune Suppression works

– It’s been hard to find something superior 

to e-ATG.

– Eltrombopag works

Power of Clinical Trials

• Randomized Clinical Trials require 
patient numbers to answer the 

questions properly.

– Patient numbers are affected by many 

factors/bias’ that can make accrual 

challenging.

– Patient/Doctor/Family etc.

What clinical trials do we 

need on the horizon?

• Role of transplant vs. IST

– Comparing outcomes for IST vs. UNR 

donor BMT

• Which “package” is “best”

– What transplant package provides the 

best short term and long term data

• Timing, Timing, Timing

What clinical trials do we 

need/have on the horizon?

• Role of Eltrombopag as a stem cell 
fertilizer

• Role of androgens for patients with 

short telomeres.

• Blending these treatments.
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Where will genomics and 

clinical trials lead us?

• Precision Medicine 
– Personalized Medicine

• Precision Medicine Initiative Announced 
by President Obama during State of the 
Union.
– “Precision medicine gives clinicians tools to 

better understand the complex mechanisms 
underlying a patient’s health, disease, or 
condition, and to better predict which 
treatments will be most effective.”

Precision/Personalized 

Medicine

• When a patient presents with a bone 
marrow failure disorder, can we 

optimize therapy based on the 

diagnostic workup?

• I believe we are moving that way..

Precision/Personalized 

Medicine

• 20 year old presents with bone marrow 

failure.

• Current Workup vs. Future workup

• It only matters if we can understand how 

the knowledge impacts treatments.

• Current understanding of 

pathophysiology including immune issues 

and telomere biology provide hope that 

we are the road to precision medicine.

Treatment Algorithm for SAA 

(Korthof et al for the EBMT. BMT 

2013)

• A.  Matched Sibling BMT

– First Line Therapy

• B.  Immune Suppression

– If no matched sibling, then IST is first line.

• C.  Unrelated Donor BMT

– No response to IST or relapse after IST

• D.  Haploidentical BMT 

– Rescue from primary graft failure

– Urgent need due to neutrophil counts

A Future Treatment Algorithm ?2020

• Immune profile, blood stem cell capacity, and 

genetic analysis is done (Takes two weeks).

• Profile provides the foundation for 

precision/personalized medicine.

• Profile informs us about the 

risks/benefits/alternatives for treatment.

• Doctor/Patient Relationship remains the 
cornerstone for making the hard choices vis-à-vis 

treatment.

THANK 

YOU!
•Aplastic Anemia and MDS 

International Foundation/Staff

•My mentors Drs. Camitta and Casper.

•Our team at the MACC Fund Center 

for Cancer and Blood Disorders in MKE

•Our patients

•Dr. Young and his incredible team for 

teaching us and running wonderful 

studies.

•Dr. Dumitriu

•Dr. Townsley

•Dr. Scheinberg

•Dr. Dunbar


